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how do you learn to decorate, better/well or at all-well? 

Source, citation, text: 20 UNDER 40 

                                STORIES FROM THE NEW YORKER 

                                EDITED BY DEBORAH TREISMAN 

 

(p.29) “But she wondered if it reduced the sum total of anybody’s suffering to keep him around for a 

few months in a situation that ultimately did nobody any good, that changed nothing in anybody’s, that 

only rearranged some things for a little while.”  

 

11.18.19 back to book analysis for the fvp  

theme: why not a word analysis 

 

source, text (citation): steven erikson 
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The healthy dead/ from the cited: p.a. library 

cited: What does “conceded” have 

from p.4 to do with conceit (since they sound alike) 

              concede conceit 

              cone cde  cone cit<-| 

              cone edc cone|tic  => quickly but maybe not done all the way, thru; I through. the habitual 

patterns of the pattern cones; 

 

(1) query from source text p.1 (how to “fall” into the presumed, sky) 

(2) it seems the answer \/ | on p.2 

                      is                    & p.3 

(3) of  

but course  

more importantly; 

how-to learn about rites: from p.3 from cited source text [which one]  

 

cone (habit = clothing)   cone habit  

 

theme: pipi/pippi/ pippy  

“pawn” stocking with citation of: pippy long-stocking / stalking? ever? 

 

the control specific: cone mean[s] to this here?  

edc is habit 

Which would imply  

(=>) not just the marketable and for wear edc! (obvious); me; but that clothes are meant to be habit 

(perhaps more obvious)  

edc; cited: edc used to be a brand I wore bough-t from cited: esprit; and so a brand of clothes = tic 

means perhaps that  

and what does 

in subject matter and 

maybe intersecting 
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with its 

shape reversed  

not a fragment, 

sense; of course 

it is  

con le => 

econ (abbrev.) 

but 

enoc, 

means?  

 

 

the answer is  

Ordering:  

(1) basic computation you can drop the triangle into the circle; and can rotate it in the circle 

(2) create a graph (two-axis, four quadrants)   


